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Reducing Inhomogeneity Artifacts in Functional MRI of Human
Brain Activation—Thin Sections vs Gradient Compensation
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We evaluated two methods for correcting inhomogeneity-in-
duced signal losses in magnetic resonance gradient-echo imaging
that either use gradient compensation or simply acquire thin
sections. The strategies were tested in the human brain in terms of
achievable quality of T2*-weighted images at the level of the
hippocampus and of functional activation maps of the visual
cortex. Experiments were performed at 2.0 T and based on single-
shot echo-planar imaging at 2.0 3 2.0 mm2 resolution, 4 mm
section thickness, and 2.0 s temporal resolution. Gradient com-
pensation involved a sequential 16-step variation of the refocusing
lobe of the slice-selection gradient (TR/TE 5 125/53 ms, flip angle
15°), whereas thin sections divided the 4-mm target plane into
either four 1-mm or eight 0.5-mm interleaved multislice acquisi-
tions (TR/TE 5 2000/54 ms, flip angle 70°). Both approaches were
capable of alleviating the inhomogeneity problem for structures in
the base of the brain. When compared to standard 4-mm EPI,
functional mapping in the visual cortex was partially compro-
mised because of a lower signal-to-noise ratio of inhomogeneity-
corrected images by either method. Relative to each other, consis-
tently better results were obtained with the use of contiguous thin
sections, in particular for a thickness of 1 mm. Multislice acquisi-
tions of thin sections require minimal technical adjustments.
© 2000 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION

Gradient-echo magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
quences such as FLASH and EPI rely on gradient-rec
magnetizations that are sensitive to off-resonance effect
therefore cause intravoxel signal dephasing and/or geom
distortions in the presence of magnetic field inhomogene
Whereas problems due tomacroscopicstructure-induced su
ceptibility gradients are usually minimized by reducing
echo time and voxel size in anatomic MRI, they are par
larly emphasized in functional mapping of human brain a
vation. Pertinent applications commonly employ low spa
resolution to maximize volume coverage per repetition
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(TR) and, even more importantly, require the use of prolon
gradient echo times (TE) to enhance the sensitivity tomicro-
scopic tissue-specific susceptibility gradients. In gray ma
these latter primarily reflect differences in the concentratio
paramagnetic deoxyhemoglobin as the underlying contra
rameter for blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) M
of brain function.

So far, the majority of brain activation studies has focu
on investigations of primary systems such as visual, sen
motor, and auditory cortices with only small to mild affect
by structural inhomogeneities. However, with increasing in
est in higher order cognitive and mental processing, m
attention is drawn to areas such as the hippocampus
parahippocampal gyrus which are involved in memory
learning as well as in various psychiatric and neurodege
tive disorders. Because these areas are located in the vicin
air-filled spaces of the nasal cavity and auditory canal
corresponding magnetic susceptibility differences at air–t
or bone–tissue interfaces result in severe distortions an
gional signal losses in long-TE gradient-echo images.

Proposals for overcoming the inhomogeneity problem
more recently, for developing suitable strategies for BO
activation studies include (i) a reduction of pixel size and s
thickness (1–4), (ii) radiofrequency (RF) profiling (5–7), (iii)
compensation of the slice-selection gradient (8–17), or (iv)
combinations thereof; e.g., see (18). The underlying assum
ion is that these strategies recover signals lost by macros
agnetic field inhomogeneities but retain the BOLD M

ontrast, i.e., the sensitivity to microscopic deoxyhemoglo
elated susceptibility differences. Thus, before attemptin
unctionally map structures in the human hippocampal fo
ion, it seems mandatory to compare the performance o
orrection strategies in terms of achievable image quality
ndependently, to test their ability to map brain activation in
bsence of inhomogeneities.
Accordingly, the purpose of this work was twofold. In a fi

art we assessed the efficiency of the gradient compen
nd thin section methods to correct for anatomic MRI artif

n images of the base of the brain and to recover signals
o air–tissue boundaries. Technically, the gradient comp
ion method involves sequential acquisitions of the same
R
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185INHOMOGENEITY ARTIFACTS IN FUNCTIONAL MRI
tion but with different refocusing strengths of the slice-se
tion gradient. Compensated maps are then obtained fr
suitable subset of images either by maximum intensity pr
tion (MIP) or after Fourier transformation (FT). The th
section method comprises a simple multislice acquisitio
very thin sections and a subsequent summation definin
target plane, here 4 mm. In either case, MRI acquisition
based on gradient-echo EPI sequences with identical tem
(2.0 s) and spatial resolution (2.03 2.0 mm2).

In a second part we evaluated whether the two corre
chemes affect the functional recording of brain activatio
n area uncompromised by macroscopic susceptibility d
nces. Activation of the visual cortex was elicited with the
f a robust checkerboard paradigm leading to well-establ
patiotemporal response profiles (19). This also excludes p
ential confounds in this methodologic baseline study that
rise from the subjects’ differences in performing a mem

ask or the not yet fully investigated hemodynamic respon
ess of hippocampal areas.

METHODS

Apart from a large number of subjects contributing to p
experiments, six healthy adults (mean age 26.86 3.3 years

articipated in the final study protocols. Written inform
onsent was obtained before all examinations. Experim
ere performed at 2.0 T (Siemens Vision, Erlangen, Germ
ith use of the standard head coil and gradients (maxi
mplitude 25 mT m21).
Dynamic BOLD MRI was based on a single-shot blip

gradient-echo EPI sequence (symmetric coverage ofk space
470 Hz bandwidth per pixel). The duration of the sl
elective RF pulse (Hanning-filtered sinc profile with one
obe) was 3.84 ms (mean TE5 53 ms, minimum sectio
hickness of 1 mm) for gradient compensation and 5.34
TE 5 54 ms, minimum section thickness 0.5 mm) for the
ection method. The resulting section profiles were experi
ally verified to allow for interleaved multislice imaging
ontiguous sections with signal reductions of less than
elative to single sections. T2*-weighted images were acq
ith a flip angle of 70° for TR5 2000 ms and a flip angle
5° for TR 5 125 ms to minimize the influence of T1 satu

ion and inflow effects. An effective temporal resolution of
as chosen in line with the conditions of typical neuroimag
tudies. In all cases the spatial resolution was 2.03 2.0 mm2

using a data matrix of 1123 128 together with a78 rectangula
field-of-view covering 2243 256 mm2. For display purpose
the images were zoomed without smoothing. Oblique sec
were oriented along the long axis of the hippocampu
followed the calcarine fissure for mapping the visual cort

Strategies for Inhomogeneity Correction

Compensated images and corresponding functional
were compared to acquisitions without inhomogeneity co
-
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tion but with otherwise identical measurement parameters
thin section method involved interleaved multislice acqu
tions of four or eight contiguous sections with thicknesses
or 0.5 mm, respectively, that subdivided the 4-mm target p
(TR 5 2000 ms). For gradient compensation the refocu
part of the slice-selection gradient for the 4-mm section
incremented in 16 steps to avoid severe truncation art
after FT and, more importantly, to account for a wide rang
unknown and spatially heterogenous susceptibility offsets
use of a fewer number of gradient steps would be possible
with prior knowledge about susceptibility-induced errors
not result in a generally applicable and user-independent
pensation method.

To achieve a temporal resolution of 2.0 s, the 16 image
the same section were acquired sequentially with TR5 125
ms. The offsets for the refocusing lobe of the slice-selec
gradient varied by about6100%, i.e.,65.0 mT m21 for a
rephasing lobe of 1.8 ms duration. These values were fou
completely span the range necessary to recover a maxim
lost signal in images of the base of the brain. It was also
for visual activation studies to provide realistic conditions
future functional applications to the hippocampus.

Data processing of the MRI system was modified to a
for an automated online calculation of inhomogene
corrected images. For the thin section method this
ferred to a simple summation of 4 or 8 magnitude ima
from the corresponding subsections of the 4-mm ta
plane. Gradient-compensated maps were reconstructe
ther by a pixelwise MIP of the 16 images with incremen
refocusing gradients or by taking magnitude images af
complex FT.

Visual Activation Studies

The activation protocol consisted of 6 repetitive cycle
20 s of checkerboard stimulation (5 Hz) and 20 s of gray
(same mean luminescence). Baseline conditions were e
lished by an initial 28-s period of gray light discarding ima
from the first 8 s for equilibration purposes. The compu
generated stimuli were projected into the magnet by a s
covering 40°3 30° of the subject’s visual field (Scha¨fter &
Kirchhoff, Hamburg, Germany). Functional mapping w
based on quantitative maps of correlation coefficients obta
by a pixel-by-pixel cross-correlation (20) of signal intensity
time courses with a suitable reference function (4 s d
relative to stimulus onset) and a statistical analysis explo
the individual noise distribution (21). The approach utilizes
99.99% percentile rank threshold for the identification
highly activated foci corresponding to a selection criterio
p , 0.01 anditeratively integrates directly neighboring pix
above a 95% threshold for area delineation. Thresholded
relation coefficient maps were color-coded and superimp
onto mean EPI raw images from the same series. This a
ambiguities caused by geometric distortions of EPI-der
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186 MERBOLDT, FINSTERBUSCH, AND FRAHM
activation maps relative to anatomic gradient-echo or s
echo images. The activation paradigm and the resulting
tiotemporal brain responses have been previously desc
(19).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

T2*-Weighted Imaging of the Hippocampal Formation

Figure 1a demonstrates susceptibility-induced image
facts that are typical for T2*-weighted BOLD MRI of t
human hippocampus. As shown in Fig. 1b for the three sel
regions-of-interest (ROI) the gradient-echo EPI signal inte
losses in the vicinity of the nasal cavity and auditory canal
be partially recovered by recording images with differe
compensated slice refocusing gradients. Obviously, diffe
regions exhibit susceptibility-induced field gradients with
ferent amplitudes and signs. For example, in comparison
data from the occipital cortex, the inhomogeneity offset in
nasal tract region is opposite to that in the vicinity of
auditory tract. As shown in Fig. 1c FT along the direction
the slice refocusing gradient collapses the spread of va
compensations along the resulting image axis. It turns ou
the experimental data both without and with FT yield a ce
broadness, so that for practical purposes compensated
were obtained either by a pixelwise MIP and averaging o
three maximum intensities or—after FT—by averaging of
three central images. Pilot experiments demonstrated tha
maps based on only a single maximum intensity value o
maps representing only the central FT image performed p
in terms of signal recovery compared with the present
proaches. Combinations of more than three images resul
reduced signal-to-noise (SNR) because of the incorporati
very low intensity images.

The image quality achieved for the various inhomogen
correction schemes is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the same su
as in Fig. 1. In addition to an anatomic flow-sensitized gr
ent-echo acquisition (top left) and an uncorrected T
weighted image (top right), the figure comprises a grad
compensated MIP map (middle left) and a correspondin
map (middle right) as well as the results of two multis
acquisitions summing up either four 1-mm (bottom left)
eight 0.5-mm-thick sections (bottom right). Although grad
compensation with both the MIP and the FT variant resul
significant recovery of lost signal, the strategy does not r
the slightly better performance of the simple thin sec
method. This finding was consistent with all subjects. In
the use of a 1-mm section seems to be sufficient to substan
reduce susceptibility-induced artifacts at 2.03 2.0 mm2 in-
plane resolution. This is also documented by the good qu
of the individual 1-mm images (not shown). No further
provements are discernible when reducing the section t
ness to 0.5 mm. It should also be noted that 2-mm sec
were not able to sufficiently recover dephased signals.

A closer inspection of the inhomogeneity-corrected ima
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FIG. 1. Inhomogeneity-induced signal losses in the brain of a si
subject. (a) EPI (2.03 2.0 mm2 resolution, 4 mm thickness, TR/TE5
2000/53 ms, flip angle 70°) of a transverse-to-coronal section alon
orientation of the hippocampus. (b) Region-of-interest (ROI) signal in
sities of the inferior frontal region (triangles), occipital cortex (squa
and inferior temporal cortex (diamonds) as a function of the refocu
gradient strength (gradient integral ranging from 9.6 to28.4 mT m21 ms).

he ROIs are indicated in (a). (c) Corresponding ROI signal inten
fter Fourier transformation of 16 acquisitions with different refocu
radients as a function of image number.
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187INHOMOGENEITY ARTIFACTS IN FUNCTIONAL MRI
reveals that a residual borderzone of the frontal lobe
anterior hippocampus and amygdala, and the midbrain wit
nasal cavity is not compensated for by either of the
correction strategies. This finding may be attributed to

FIG. 2. Inhomogeneity-induced signal losses and corrections in a se
natomy (RF-spoiled FLASH, TR/TE5 70/6 ms, flip angle 60°); (top rig

(TR/TE 5 125/53 ms, flip angle 15°); (middle right) gradient-compensate
of eight 0.5-mm multislice images (TR/TE5 2000/54 ms, flip angle 70°).
e
he
o
e

presence of very strong and differently oriented suscepti
gradients in these regions that not only dephase excited sp
all three gradient axes but also distort the slice profile in
a way that parts of the target section are not even excite

n covering the hippocampus of the same subject as in Fig. 1. (Top left) T
EPI (parameters as in Fig. 1a); (middle left) gradient-compensated M
T map; (bottom left) sum of four 1-mm multislice images; and (bottom r
ctio
ht)
d F
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188 MERBOLDT, FINSTERBUSCH, AND FRAHM
Functional Mapping of the Visual System

A comparison of visual activation maps obtained with
without inhomogeneity corrections are shown in Figs. 3 a

FIG. 3. Activation maps of the visual cortex of a single subject acqu
based on (top left) EPI (parameters as in Fig. 1a); (top right) the normal
efocusing gradient strength; (middle left) gradient-compensated MIP
T images; (bottom left) the sum of four 1-mm multislice images; and
ip angle 70°).
d
4

for two different subjects. In a first step we investigated
influence of replacing a conventional EPI acquisition (top
by the normalized sum of a sequential acquisition of 16 im
(top right). As summarized in Table 1 the mean numbe

with and without inhomogeneity correction. The maps correspond to a
sum of sixteen 4-mm images (TR/TE5 125/53 ms, flip angle 15°) using the sa

ges (TR/TE5 125/53 ms, flip angle 15°); (middle right) gradient-compens
ottom right) the sum of eight 0.5-mm multislice images (TR/TE5 2000/54 ms
ired
ized
ima
(b
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189INHOMOGENEITY ARTIFACTS IN FUNCTIONAL MRI
activated pixels in the respective maps decreased by
27%. This is somewhat larger than the theoretically expe
reduction of the SNR calculated from the respective ste
state signal intensities. It probably reflects the additive adv
effects of reduced SNR onto the statistical treatment of s
ulus-correlated signal alterations. Figures 3 and 4 also de
strate a marked intersubject variability, with one subject sh

FIG. 4. Activation maps of the visual cortex as in
out
ed
y-
se
-
n-
-

ing almost no difference between the two maps and the
subject exhibiting a pronounced reduction of the activated
for the 16-image procedure.

The TR (2000 vs 125 ms) and flip angle (70° vs 1
adjustments were necessary to retain similar image con
when moving toward sequential acquisitions of gradient-c
pensated images. The middle parts of Figs. 3 and 4 sho

. 3 but for a different subject (all parameters as in Fig. 3).
Fig
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190 MERBOLDT, FINSTERBUSCH, AND FRAHM
results obtained for the gradient compensation method e
directly as a MIP map (left) or after FT (right). Both varia
yield less activation than with constant refocusing. The slig
better FT maps exhibit a 50% reduction of activated pix
This is mainly because only 3 of the 16 acquired images
sufficient SNR contribute to the final map.

Relative to gradient compensation the simple use of co
uous 1-mm thin sections and their subsequent summatio
sulted in significantly improved activation maps leading
only a 33% reduction of activated pixels (bottom left). In
itively, susceptibility-induced artifacts should be further
duced in even thinner sections. However, such acquisitio
not translate into better activation maps but cause a signi
reduction of activated pixels (bottom right). This observa
reflects the fact that a subdivision of the original plane intN
thin sections decreases the SNR of the summed image a
ing to 1/=N (i.e., 1/N 3 =N). Because a lower SNR mo
likely decreases the number of admitted pixels in the statis
analysis, the activation maps derived from the 1-mm sec
are even better than expected for a 50% reduction of the
This promising result seems to reflect the elimination of
factual signal fluctuations in the 1-mm images as oppos
4-mm acquisitions. In fact, a more consistent activation ac
subjects with significantly reduced intersubject variabilit
also documented in Table 1 which shows that maps de
from 1-mm sections retain23 of the original number of activate
pixels with only half of the standard deviation. In practice,
has to find a compromise between thick sections with suffi
SNR for a reliable analysis of functional responses and
sections that effectively avoid susceptibility-induced dep
ing. For the present experimental conditions, the optim
thickness seems to be 1 mm.

CONCLUSION

We investigated two different methods for correcting in
mogeneity artifacts in gradient-echo EPI of the human bra
2.0 3 2.0 3 4.0 mm3 resolution. The performance of t
trategies was judged by their ability to recover signal loss

TABLE 1
Number of Activated Pixels in the Visual Cortex (Mean 6 SD,
5 6) for a 4-mm EPI Section at 2.0 3 2.0 mm2 Resolution with

and without Inhomogeneity Correction

Method Variant Activated pixe

Standard TR 2000/70° 3446 96
16 3 TR 125/15°a 2526 82

Compensation Maximum intensity projection 1486 44
Fourier transformation 1736 41

Thin sections 43 1.0 mm 2286 47
8 3 0.5 mm 1336 45
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T2*-weighted images of the base of the brain and to
functional activation of the visual cortex, respectively. In c
parison to standard 4-mm EPI acquisitions both the gra
compensation and the thin section method were capab
partly alleviating the inhomogeneity problem in the hippoc
pal formation excluding anterior regions. However, both m
ods partially compromised functional mapping in the vis
cortex due to reduced SNR.

In general, compensation of the slice-selection gradien
found to be less effective than the use of thin sections. M
slice EPI of contiguous thin slices is simple as only mini
technical adjustments are required. Because 1-mm se
seem to be sufficient for imaging the hippocampal formatio
temporal resolution of 2.0 s is not restricted to the acquis
of a single 4-mm section but allows the EPI coverage
approximately a 20-mm volume. In fact, suitable subse
sections with arbitrary thicknesses may be selected in r
spect. Pertinent studies of hippocampal activation ar
progress.
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